**Dormitory Dance Is Scheduled For Valentine's Day**

Bert Block's orchestra will present a program of love themes, songs of romance, and music for formal dance. 

**Affair Begins With Dinner; Rogers Will Be Toastmaster**

Capacity Crowd Is Expected; Sign-ups May Still Be Made In Lobby

Bert Block and his orchestra will be featured at the annual mid-winter Dormitories. The concert will be held in the Main Hall of Walker on next Monday evening, February 3rd. 

The gala St. Valentine's Day affair will begin at 8 o'clock, when the dinner will be served. Dancing will continue until 11 o'clock, with Open House in the Dormitories continuing until midnight. 

The orchestra is well known to Bostonians, having played at the Norman-Well Hotel, and has completed an engagement at the Holly-wood Restaurant in New York. 

Professor Robert E. Rogers will act as master of ceremonies for the evening. Additional entertainment will be provided by Cantor Eddie Cantor's essay question, "How Can America Stay Out of War?" It will be read to all dormitory members.

**Debaters Engage In Two Contests**

### General Electric Men Defeat Technology; Orators Beat Union College

Engaging in debates in Schenectady last week, Technology debaters out the first on Thursday to the Gen-eral Electric men, 6-2; and won from the Union College team on Friday. 

The topic of the first debate, "Resolved, that Congress should be permitted to create a new government by referendum," was approved by the audience. 

In the second of its conferences for discus-sion, "It is the duty of the police to enforce a notification to all men responsible for submit-tal excerpts may be obtained from the Committee on the Grad-uate School-
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PRINCE ALBERT

NO-risk offer wins college smokers to a better pipe tobacco!

PRINCE ALBERT IS MILDEN

TRIAL OFFER FOR COLLEGE SMOKERS

Sends 20 free 10 cent packs of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the

"You can't beat Prince Albert for a real, cool, smoke-tasting smoke.¢ Homes, Cities, 30, 32.

"I'm a P. A. BOOSTER, too."

"If you've never tried Prince Albert, don't miss the special offer. Send for your free 20 cent sample pack. Big 10-cent. T. A. is small, and it's so darned easy to clean the pipe.
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Air Express Will Serve Boston Area

80,000 People Reached By Combined Airlines In Speed Transmit

High-speed commercial aviation in the United States took a step forward when the Railway Express Agency inaugurated its new Air Express service on the major arteries of the country, "over cities and towns," said William S. Morris, City Manager, Railway Express Agency. "Air Express service has made remarkable progress in speed and efficiency and is now the fastest transportation medium of the world today."

By direct airport contact, with one-hour pickup and delivery, the new unified system serves a population of forty million people in cities on the airways, including Boston. It is likewise made available to all points served by the Railway Express Agency through a close tie-up with the rail express service and extends to thirty-two foreign countries through the Pan American Airways. Nearly 500 transport planes operated by the various American airlines will carry express shipments, flying the equivalent of nearly five times around the world each day.

Many industries, including makers of fabrics, millinery parts, precision items, greeting cards, valves and airplane parts have become regular users of Air Express and because of its remarkable speed in reaching other sections of the United States, William S. Morris is confident that it will become popular with the Boston, Cambridge and Somerville Publics. Calls for shipments to be forwarded by Air Express will be promptly made by the girl, with all additional charges included. Inbound shipments are given special delivery immediately on arrival.

As an example of how Air Express will bring Boston nearer in shipping time to other business centers of the world, William S. Morris is confident that it will become popular with the Boston, Cambridge and Somerville Publics. Calls for shipments to be forwarded by Air Express will be promptly made by the girl, with all additional charges included. Inbound shipments are given special delivery immediately on arrival.

An example of how Air Express will bring Boston nearer in shipping time to other business centers of the world, William S. Morris is confident that it will become popular with the Boston, Cambridge and Somerville Publics. Calls for shipments to be forwarded by Air Express will be promptly made by the girl, with all additional charges included. Inbound shipments are given special delivery immediately on arrival.

A. Morris, City Manager, Railway Express Agency, announced last week that the Railway Express Agency had inaugurated its new Air Express service.
Golden Glove Tourney Starts Tomorrow

Newcomers Will Hold Limelight In Bouts

Entries Weigh In Today; Preliminaries Wednesday

Silver Trophy Will Be Awarded Outstanding Performer; Others Get Gloves

Technology's first annual Golden Glove Tournament will officially start this afternoon when all the contestants weigh in at the Hangar Gym beginning at 2 o'clock. The real action starts tomorrow afternoon when the preliminaries will begin to run off.

Open To All Undergraduates

The tournament is open to all undergraduates with the exception of the boxers who have won their letters in the sport. This fact eliminates the more experienced men and will give all new comers an equal chance for winning. The tourna ment has been started in an effort to stimulate undergraduate athletics in boxing here at Tech, and for that reason all eligibles in the present graduate students and members of the faculty can enter.

The preliminaries are scheduled to be run off on Wednesday and Thursday at 2 o'clock. The semi-finals will be held on Friday afternoon, and the finals on Saturday evening at eight o'clock.

Intercollegiate boxing lately has been enjoying a decided upswing of interest and population all over the country. Differing from the last blotter only in that it is being conducted instead of the blue, previously used, T. C. A. blotters are now being distributed to the members of the University for their own personal use.
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TECHNOLoGY MENONAH WILL SERVE AS HOSTS FOR EIGHT COLLEGES

Second Intercollegiate Dance Will Be Held Saturday In Walker

Technology will set us adrift to different shores from those of the old order. Greater Boston when the Menorah Society holds its second intercollegiate dance of the year in Walker Memorial Hall next Saturday evening from 8:30 to 12:30.

RADcliffe, Teacher's College, Simmons, Boston University, Emerson, Tufts, Harvard and Technology are all expected to have representatives at the event, music for which will be supplied by Alba Rankoff's orchestra. The Virta luminaree has played at other dances of the society this year.

Another Announced

Professor and Mrs. William T. Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Shanes have been invited to attend as ex-President. Admission to the dance is set at 15 cents for non-members and 25 cents for members of the intercollegiate society. As is the usual custom, most of the women and men will attend unaccompanied.

M.E. COUNCIL

In order to acquaint the students with their chosen professions, a series of four pictures was given during the first part of the year, in which the whole field of mechanical engineering was roughly covered. The council tries to give the students some idea of the large scope of mechanical engineering as so that they will not concentrate too much on any particular phase to the detriment of the rest of the picture. In a further activity, a live presentation of a clear picture of mechanical engineering, trips to industrial plants are arranged, and talks are given by practicing engineers.

Another feature of the student council program is the entertainment, which are held occasionally. They are received enthusiastically by the students, a recent affair was attended by the entire Sophomore class taking the course, with the exception of two students.

Although other courses have student business week, none of them have gone into it as has the Mechanical Engineering group. At present the council is only for the Sophomore, but it may be extended to the other classes. It was started as an experiment this fall, but now receiving to Professor George Swett, chairman of the advisory council, and Professor Alvin Shanes, one of the most active leaders of the organization, it has definitely proved a success.

WOULDN'T YOU LOVE TO JOIN US SATURDAY NIGHT?

THERE'S NO CHARGE FOR DANCING, SIMPLY AN OPEN INVITATION TO DINE WITH US AT THE WALKER MEMORIAL HALL AT 8:30 SATURDAY EVENING.

THE TECH

Boxing

Continued from Page 1
his opponent lying up in clinches and waiting for the bell as early as possible. The Beaver boxers surprised every second round, while he himself was breathing at an almost normal rate. The 155-pound bout Chmielowski got a tough opponent in the person of a Bill Ancier who took everything Tony had and still came back for more. But again Tony's superior condition allowed him to keep up the fast pace, and he honestly won the decision.

Captain McCormack, who recently revealed. They think $100 a month, and again with terrific rights, all of

THE BEWEAR BOXING BLIND CALL YOUR ORDER TO FRANK PALCANIS.

TECH WANTED OUT BY STATE

At Penn State Tony Chmielowski, Nick Lubanski, Lew Gilbert and Red Gibbes were the only engineers to go the full three rounds, all the others being in knockouts. Nick Lubanski lost a very close decision in Frank Palcanis. Tech

".... and allus spit to lo'ard!"

CAST: ELLA WALTIONS--The whitestag in m'n you ever saw. He makes the most amazing ship with his pocket knife. He tells the most amazing stories (told with sea-going advice) about rounding Cape Horn on the clipper "Amelia B."

He's a stickler for realism, too. When his whittling is done, he'll eat those lines with the same kind of flourish. They use on real ships--like that schooner out there by the lighthouse.

The kindly old seaman isn't aware of what he's doing in this story, but the local lads knows the name Remington-Du Pont, and Du Pont chemical research created the Dulux marine finishes.

And the lesson shows that Captain Horn carriers in his pocket for polite young lads come in a Celofan wrap to keep them clean and fresh.

This gives just a quick idea how normally every person, young or old, on land or sea, is served daily by useful products of Du Pont.

BOOK EXCHANGE

Students handling books that will be used as texts this term are asked to bring in to the T. C. A. Book Exchange, where a ready sale can be found for them.
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Monday, Noon and Night
You will find All Tech at 75 Massachusetts Avenue CAMBRIDGE
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1900 Boynton Street Consumer to Proximity Men

CAPTAIN ELLA WALTIONS
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He's a stickler for realism, too. When his whittling is done, he'll eat those lines with the same kind of flourish. They use on real ships—like that schooner out there by the lighthouse.

The kindly old seaman isn't aware of what he's doing in this story, but the local lads knows the name Remington-Du Pont, and Du Pont chemical research created the Dulux marine finishes...and the lesson shows that Captain Horn carriers in his pocket for polite young lads come in a Celofan wrap to keep them clean and fresh.

This gives just a quick idea how normally every person, young or old, on land or sea, is served daily by useful products of Du Pont.
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COVERING THE CAMPUSES

Younger and younger

Radcliffe is the monastery of being younger every year. Not the ages itself, but the enthusiasm in which the average age of the freshman class. This year they start at fifteen, with thirteen sixteen year olds and thirty-one seventeen's. We must be getting old.

Young Towsonians

Students at the University of Pennsylvania favor the Towson plan, or at least they're what a poll taken there in.
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By mild ripe tobacco we mean just this—

FIRST—ripened in the sunshine... and picked leaf by leaf from the right part of the stalk when fully ripe.

THEN—each day's picking cured right by the farmer... at the right time and in the right way... no "splotching" or brittleness, but every leaf of good color and flavor.

FINALLY—bought in the open market... re-dried for storage... then packed in wooden hogsheads to age and mellow for two years or more until free from harshness and bitterness.

That's what we mean by mild, ripe tobacco. And that's the kind of tobacco we use to give Chesterfields their milder, better taste.

Hogsheads of leaf tobacco "aging" for two years in storage warehouses.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1936

COMMUTER'S CLUB TO OFFER PRIZE FOR ORIG. ANTHEM

The committee are on a quest for an anthem. What with the annual moonlight sail and the preference for the sea atmosphere they need a song to add that certain touch which is constantly found in the nautical world. And what is a beer party without a bit of a ditty to help the guzzlers galore? What is life without a song? The local hobo-hummers fully realize the futility of all three situations when devoid of music. So a contest is to be inaugurated and to the submitter of the best song, words and music, will go a prize. It has been unofficially rumored that the slightest cut from any compositant of that ancient savage wailing chant created by Billie Farley will result in annihilation of the sociological dignitary. Although it has been suggested that a song similar to that of "Take Me Back to Tech" would be desirable, it is hoped that the embryo composer will offer something with a sweeter melody.

Mr. Oscar J. Slavens, Inc.
Maker and Importer of Good Tobacco

The committee include David S. McLean, president of the Class of '36; William B. Burnett, G. Richard Simpson, Jr.

Nominations Due For New Freshman Council

Elections will take place in Section Classrooms

Nominations for the Freshman Council will be taken on Tuesday, February 18, in the classrooms of the various sections. It was announced yesterday by Fred M. Bowswam, '34, Chairman of the Elections Committee.

Each section will be represented, as has previously been the practice, by a section leader and an alternate. The elections will take place on Thursday, February 20, also in the sections' classrooms. From these representatives of the yearlings, will be chosen three to act as the Interfraternity Sing

Continued from Page 1

the signups is two dollars, with taken in the Main Lobby. Price of Freshman Rowing Coach at the Institute.